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Samsung EF-FA530 mobile phone case 14.2 cm (5.6") Flip case
Grey

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-FA530PVEGWW

Product name : EF-FA530

Neon Flip Cover for Samsung Galaxy A8

Samsung EF-FA530 mobile phone case 14.2 cm (5.6") Flip case Grey:

Illuminated edge notifications
Stay in the know when it glows. Samsung Galaxy A8 Neon Flip Cover features intuitive edge lighting
notification so you recognize incoming calls, messages, alarm alerts instantly without having to open the
cover.

Theme curation service
A case that does the styling for you. Samsung Galaxy A8 Neon Flip Cover uses your phone’s NFC
technology to find suitable themes, wallpapers and icon options that complement your device for a more
customized look and feel.
Samsung EF-FA530. Case type: Flip case, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy A8,
Maximum screen size: 14.2 cm (5.6"), Surface coloration: Pattern, Product colour: Grey

Features

Maximum screen size * 14.2 cm (5.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy A8
Case type * Flip case
Product colour * Grey
Surface coloration Pattern
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Weight & dimensions

Width 72.8 mm
Depth 14.4 mm
Height 145.5 mm
Weight 53.3 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85177900
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